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Ascent line is the top of a typeface, and the cap height  
is the actual height of the typeface from the baseline  
to the ascent line.

The baseline is what most of the letters “sit” on.



Hairline is the thinnest part of a glyph. 

It’s not an exclusive type term, but you can  
use it when describing a thin part of a letter.



The stem is the main, usually vertical stroke of a letterform.

The shoulder is the curved stroke aiming downward from a stem.



The terminal is a type of curve. 

Some consider a terminal to be just the end (straight or curved) of 
any stroke that doesn’t include a serif.



A serif is a small line attached to the end of a stroke in a letter or 
symbol. A typeface with serifs is called a serif typeface.



The crossbar is a horizontal stroke in letters, also known as a Bar.



In typography, the bowl is the fully closed, rounded part of a letter.

 The bowl can be seen in letters such as d, b, o, D, and B.



The spur is a small projection off a main stroke. 

It’s seen used a lot on capital Gs, and is sometimes  
used to add personality to a typeface.



An apex is an upward pointing shape at the top of a letterform. 

It can be at the top of a character where two strokes meet.



A counter is the area of a letter that is entirely or partially enclosed  
by a letter form or a symbol (the counter-space/the hole of). 

Letters containing closed counters include A, B, D, O, P, Q, R,  
a, b, d, e, g, o, p, and q.



The axis is also knows as a stress angle. It’s a line drawn through 
a letter to show the measure of stress. The more vertical the 
line, the less stress a letter has. The axis can dictate the weight, 
width, and size of a letter.



A head serif is stroke added as a stop to the beginning and end 
of the main strokes of a character. 

These are found in serif typefaces.



An arc is a curved stroke that is continuous with a straight stem



An aperture is similar to a counter, but is not completely enclosed.



The crotch ia an acute, inside angle where two strokes meet.



The descending, often decorative stroke on the letter Q or the de-
scending, often curved diagonal stroke on K or R is the tail. 

The descender on g, j, p, q, and y are also called tails.



The meanline is also called the midline. It’s half the distance be-
tween the baseline and ascent (cap) line. 

The x-height is the distance between the baseline to the meanline.



The meanline is also called the midline. It’s half the distance be-
tween the baseline and ascent (cap) line. 

The x-height is the distance between the baseline to the meanline.



The descent line marks the lowest point of the descenders.
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TYPE ADJUSTMENTS



Leading is the space between lines.

Bor archit es dolendis andi omnihit, quamet 
quam utaestin cuptatum et repedicipis conse 
cuNam fugia vel iundi si occulpa volorempedi 
adipsunt audae expe nihillit endicipsa cus  
audite et idi ilia vol.



Tracking is the space between all the letters.

w i d e  t r a c k i n g

small tracking



Kerning is the space between individual letters.

th is kerni ng is all over the place.



WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN  
FONT DESIGN, LETTERING,  

& CALLIGRAPHY?


